Abstract-Maximizing the power of multielement phased arrays is a critical factor for high-intensity focused ultrasound (HIFU) applications such as histotripsy and transcostal sonications. This can be achieved by a tight packing of the array elements. Good electronic focusing capabilities are also required. Currently used quasi-random arrays with a relatively low filling factor of about 60% have this focusing ability. Here, a novel method of designing random HIFU arrays with the maximum possible filling factor (100% if no gaps between elements needed in practice are introduced) and polygonal elements of equal area and slightly different shapes based on the capacity-constrained tessellation is described. The method is validated by comparing designs of two arrays with the same geometric and physical parameters: an existing 256-element array with a compact 16-spirals layout of circular elements and the proposed array with the maximum possible filling factor. Introduction of a 0.5-mm gap between the elements of the new array resulted in a reduction of its filling factor to 86%, as compared with 61% for the spiral array. It is shown that for the same intensity at the elements, the proposed array provides two times higher total power while maintaining the same electronic focusing capabilities as compared to the spiral one. Furthermore, the surface of the capacity-constrained tessellation array, its boundary, and a central opening can have arbitrary shapes.
affect the targeted site without damaging surrounding tissues and organs [1] . HIFU sonications are often performed using multielement phased arrays comprising a large number of relatively small-sized elements (Fig. 1) . Independent variation of the amplitudes and phases at the array elements allows electronic steering of the focus, compensation of aberrations that occur when the HIFU beam passes through inhomogeneous tissue structures, and creation of different combinations of several foci [2] , [3] .
To suppress the formation of grating lobes associated with densely populated phased arrays, the distance between the centers of the array elements must be less than λ/2, where λ is the ultrasound wavelength [4] . Such a requirement leads to a very 0885-3010 © 2018 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
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high number of elements and electronic channels to produce an array with a sufficiently large aperture and acoustic power needed for surgical applications. Current HIFU arrays consist of a moderate (256 to 1024) number of elements with individual element sizes exceeding several wavelengths [5] [6] [7] , and formation of grating lobes is mitigated by arranging the array elements in various nonperiodic patterns ( Fig. 1 ) [8] [9] [10] [11] . In addition to nonperiodic spatial structure, HIFU technologies for clinical applications such as cavitation and boiling histotripsy [12] [13] [14] , transcostal treatments through skull or rib cage [5] , [15] , [16] , and deep abdominal treatments [13] , [14] , [17] require very high peak output power of the array. In these cases, the intensity at the array elements may exceed maximum permissible values of 30 -40 W/cm 2 [15] , [18] , [19] . One approach to increasing the acoustic power of an array of given dimensions is to enlarge its active radiating surface, i.e., maximize its filling factor. For example, recent numerical studies showed that boiling histotripsy treatments are feasible while focusing on brain through the intact skull using arrays with a filling factor of more than 80% [16] . The feasibility of transcranial cavitation histotripsy has been demonstrated in experimental settings with human skull [21] . Thus, designing phased arrays with simultaneous tight packing of the elements and their nonperiodic distribution over the array surface is an important factor for advancing the HIFU technology.
Packing efficiency of existing quasi-random arrays [ Fig. 1(a) ] is relatively low, with the filling factor of about 40%-60%, which limits the maximum array power [2] , [6] , [21] . Several groups have developed various models of nonperiodic tightly packed arrays. Designs with spiral layout and different geometry of the elements have been proposed. The use of array configurations with circular elements distributed in a single Archimedean spiral [ Fig. 1(b) ] or 16-arm spiral [ Fig. 1(c) ] resulted in increase of the filling factor up to = 61% with 0.5-mm gaps between the elements [8] , [19] , [22] . Here the filling factor is
where S active is the total area of all elements of the array and S is the area of the array shell. Furthermore, the use of trapezoidal elements in a 16-arm spiral configuration Fig. 1(c) can additionally increase the filling factor [8] . Two array configurations based on the Penrose rhombus tiling (70% filling factor with 0.5-mm gaps between the elements) and on a nonperiodically arranged rectangular elements (71% filling fraction with 0.5-mm gaps between the elements) were also proposed [ Fig. 1(d) and (e)] [9] . Recently, Ramaekers et al. [10] , [11] suggested an array model with a filling factor of about = 74% with 0.5-mm gaps between the elements [ Fig. 1(f) ] using acoustic elements shaped as Voronoi tessellation cells (VTFS-array) and positioned following the pattern of Fermat's spiral. The transducer has been designed and manufactured comprising 256 elements and a small opening that allowed the placement of an ultrasound imaging probe [ Fig. 1(f) ] [10] , [11] . Despite the significant increase in the filling factor of this type of array, they still did not achieve the maximum possible filling factor because of the gaps on the periphery of the transducer and around openings for holding an imaging probe. Furthermore, the densest VTFS-array was designed by applying Voronoi tessellation to partition the area of the array into polygonal cells which does not ensure the areas of the cells to be equal. Differing areas of individual elements can create certain complications in the electrical matching of outputs of power amplifiers with different elements and may affect the arraysteering capabilities.
Here we propose a novel method of designing patterns of fully populated random HIFU arrays with maximum possible filling of their surface with equal-area polygonal elements ( = 100% if no gaps between elements needed in practice are introduced). This method is based on partitioning the spherical surface of the array by applying capacity-constrained tessellation, which was previously introduced for the problems of computer graphics [23] . The tessellation method has been improved here by introducing a mechanism for nonperiodic distribution of the tessellation cells. Fully populated random arrays proposed in this paper can have arbitrary-shaped surface, boundary, and opening for an imaging probe.
In this paper, an example of such a fully populated array design is considered and tested by comparing its electronic focusing capabilities with an existing 256-element array with a compact 16-spirals layout of circular elements [ Fig. 1(c) ] [19] . The two arrays had the same frequency, geometry of the spherical shell with a central opening, area of the elements, and minimum gaps between their elements.
II. METHODS

A. Tiling the Array Surface With Equal-Area Polygons
As an example, consider the following step-by-step implementation of the capacity-constrained tessellation to obtain a five-element array shaped as a spherical cap with a circular central opening.
1) First, a large number of sampling points with uniformly distributed coordinates over the array surface (S) is generated [ Fig. 2(a) ] [24] . In the other words, the probability P that a random point belongs to a surface element dS is P = d S/S and does not depend on the position of the element dS on the sphere.
2) Second, all the points are divided into N randomly mixed sets of points (point clouds) [ Fig. 2(a) ] containing an equal number of M points. In this example N = 5, M = 128, and the total number of points is N · M = 640. The points of five different clouds are depicted by different types of markers in Fig. 2 (a) (plus sign, circle, cross, point, and diamond). Due to the fact that the division of the points into classes occurs randomly, the clouds of different classes are strongly mixed.
3) The next step of the algorithm can be represented as a "separation" of N portions of various immiscible liquids mixed in a "container" shaped as a spherical shell. Each portion contains M particles. It is clear that the final state after the separation of such "liquids" [ Fig. 2(b) ] will correspond to the partition of the volume of the "container" into tessellation cells. This step of the algorithm on which the iterative process of pairwise separation of the point clouds is implemented has In [23] , a function that identifies the pairs of points to be exchanged was introduced
Here, ρ(X, Y) is the distance between two points in the spherical metric, or, in the other words, the length of the shortest arc of the great circle passing through the points X and Y. If χ(a i , b j ) > 0, then the points a i and b j are exchanged, as described above, otherwise there is no exchange. After the first iteration, the clouds appear already much less mixed [ Fig. 2(b) ]. However, intersections of different clouds are still observed. Therefore, the iterations are continued until the condition χ(a i , b j ) ≤ 0 is satisfied for all pairs of points and all pairs of clouds. The fulfillment of this condition indicates the complete separation of clouds [ Fig. 2(c) ]. Note that after the separation, each of the N = 5 clouds contains the same number of M = 128 points, since the exchange of points between clouds has always been pairwise. Multiple test calculations performed for various cases of array designs showed robust convergence of such iteration procedure. 4) To draw the boundary for all elements of the array, a convex rim surrounding the outer point of each element is constructed (Fig. 2(c), thick curves) . In the case of a large number of sampling points set at the first step of the algorithm, the resulting polygons on the spherical cup of the array are precisely the tessellation cells that fill the array surface without any gaps. Note that according to the algorithm, all the array elements contain the same number of M uniformly distributed sampling points. Therefore, since the number of uniformly distributed points within each element is proportional to a consistent unbiased estimation of its area, the areas of all elements are equal in the limit of a large number of points M.
5) Finally, a gap h which is necessary to avoid electrical breakdown between the neighboring elements is introduced by translating the boundary of each element by a distance of h/2 toward its center.
An analytical estimate of the maximum possible filling factor of a fully populated array can be obtained assuming that this gap is much smaller than the size of the element, and that the length of each element rim L is approximated by a perimeter of a circle of the same area S el : L ≈ 2(π S el ) 1/2 . Then the half gap area surrounding the element is
The approximate filling factor of the array ψ = S el /(S el + S el ) ≈ 1 − S el /S el then can be calculated as follows:
B. Design of a Random Phased Array With the Maximum Possible Filling Factor
Following the proposed capacity-constrained tessellation procedure, a 364-element random array with 100% filling factor (if no gaps between elements needed in practice are introduced) was designed. The geometrical parameters of this array were chosen so that its output could be compared with the existing multielement 16-arm spiral HIFU array recently designed for boiling histotripsy applications at the Applied Physics Laboratory, University of Washington, Seattle, WA, USA, and manufactured by Imasonic (Voray Sur L'ognon, France) [19] . The existing spiral array operates at a frequency of 1.5 MHz and comprises 256 circular elements of 7-mm diameter (S el = 38.5 mm 2 area) arranged in a compact spiral layout [ Fig. 1(c) ]. The spherically curved surface of the array has an aperture of 144 mm and a focal length of 120 mm. In addition, there is a central opening of 50-mm diameter to fit an ultrasound imaging probe. The total area of the array surface is S = 161 cm 2 . To avoid electrical breakdown between neighboring elements, there are h = 0.5 mm gaps between the elements located on each spiral of the array resulting in a filling factor of = 61% (1).
The proposed array was assumed to have the same operating frequency, aperture, focal length, element area, gaps between the elements, and size of the central opening. The number of elements N = 364 was obtained by dividing the total area of the array surface by the area of the array element S el with half of the adjacent gap
With a gap of h = 0.5 mm between the elements, the filling factor of the fully populated array decreases from 100% to 86%, which is in good agreement with the approximate analytical estimate of the maximum possible filling factor of an array (3) . Calculations show that with the same area of the elements, 38.5 mm 2 , the filling factor is increased to 91.5% or 94% when the gap between the elements is reduced to 0.3 or 0.2 mm, respectively.
The following values of tessellation parameters were used in simulations: N = 364 and M = 10240 (total number of points N · M = 3727360). Such a large number of points provides a very small variation in the areas of the elements:
is the dispersion of the element area andS el = N k=1 S k /N is the mean area of the element. If a smaller variation is desired, the number of discretization points can be increased. Note that in the construction of a tessellation there is a separation of strongly mixed point clouds consisting of a large number of points, and the resulting tessellation cells (array elements) are located nonperiodically [ Fig. 4(b) ].
C. Analytical Method for Calculating the Field of the Array With Polygon-Shaped Elements
To evaluate the field quality of multielement phased arrays for different locations of the electronically steered array focus, it is necessary to perform multiple calculations of their fields. The conventional approach is based on numerical calculation of the Rayleigh integral for the complex amplitude of acoustic pressure [25] , [26] 
with time dependence described as exp(−i ωt). Here i is the imaginary unit, ω = 2π f is the angular frequency of the array, k = ω/c 0 is the wavenumber, c 0 is the sound speed, ρ 0 is the density of the medium, S is the surface area of the array, v n is the complex amplitude of the normal component of the vibration velocity at the surface of the array, and R is the distance from the surface element dS' to the observation point. Direct calculation of the Rayleigh integral (4) is a timeconsuming process when performing multiple simulations for different locations of the focus. Recently, a fast analytical approach was developed to accelerate the computations for the region close to the geometrical focus, which is of most interest for therapeutic treatments [27] . The distance from each of the array elements to the focus is much larger than the extent of its near field. Therefore, it was proposed to calculate the field of the array with the circular elements as a sum of analytical solutions for the far-field of each element. Adopting this analytical method results in a much faster calculation of the field of a multielement array than direct numerical integration whilst preserving the same accuracy of the results [27] . For the new array design, this method was modified for calculating the pressure amplitude in the far-field of the elements shaped as convex polygons (Fig. 3) . Following the same idea, each polygonal element of the array was divided into a set of right-angle triangles [ Fig. 3(a) ]. The solution for the complex amplitude of acoustic pressure in the far-field of the piston element shaped as a right-angle triangle [ Fig. 3(b) ] can be obtained analytically
Here is the characteristic pressure at the surface of the element, r 0 = (x 2 + y 2 + z 2 ) 1/2 , and (x, y, z) are the coordinates of the observation point [ Fig. 3(b) ]. For a typical triangular element, the result, obtained within the far-field approximation, is highly consistent with the data obtained using direct numerical calculation the Rayleigh integral already at distances larger than 2 cm from the array surface [ Fig. 3(c) ].
III. RESULTS
The patterns of the existing spiral compact HIFU array and the proposed random array fully populated with polygonshaped elements of equal area are compared in Fig. 4 . Projection of the spherical array shell and the elements on the initial plane z = 0 is shown. These two arrays are compared below in terms of the focal pressure levels, field quality, and electronic focus-steering capabilities.
First, consider focusing of the arrays at their center of curvature. Fig. 5(a) and (e) depicts the pressure amplitude distribution p F / p 0 normalized to the pressure amplitude p 0 at the array element in the plane region yz passing through the array axis z and vertical axis y ("axial plane") for the existing spiral array and the new array. Fig. 5(b) and (f) shows the same distribution in another plane region xy perpendicular to the axis and passing through the center of curvature of the array ("focal plane"). It is seen that for the same source pressure amplitude p 0 , focal pressure amplitude p new F / p 0 = 115 is higher for fully populated array as compared with the existing spiral array ( p spiral F / p 0 = 82). Thus, the proposed array provides two times higher focal intensity compared with the existing one:
This result is expected as the focal intensity depends on the active area of the array (or its filling factor) as I F ∼ 2 . Hence, the ratio of the intensities of two arrays is I new
The proposed array, therefore, would require only half of the intensity at the surface of the elements than the spiral one to generate the same focal intensity.
To validate the random nature of the fully populated array, it is also necessary to evaluate its dynamic focusing capabilities. Fig. 5(c) and (g) shows normalized pressure amplitude distributions p F / p 0 for two arrays in the axial plane and Fig. 5(d) and (h) shows them in the focal plane when the focus is shifted off the axis by 10 mm. Two side effects related to the discrete structure of the arrays are observed. The pressure amplitude decreases by approximately 40% compared to the Fig. 6 . Contours of regions of focus steering for the existing spiral array (dashed curves) and capacity-constrained array (solid curves). Within the thin-lined contours, the intensity in the main maximum decreases by less than 50% of the largest achievable value (marked "regions of efficient focusing"). Within the thick-lined contours, the intensity of the largest grating lobe does not exceed 10% of the intensity in the main maximum (marked "regions of safe focusing"). The results are given (a) in the axial and (b) in the focal planes of the arrays.
case without steering (a decrease in "efficiency"); at the same time, a region of discrete scattered grating lobes is formed in the field pattern (a decrease in "safety"). Note that in the case of the transverse focus shift, the proposed fully populated array generates a field of even higher quality To estimate the dynamic focusing capabilities of the two arrays in more detail, analysis of the appearance of side effects was performed by calculating the array field for multiple steering positions of the focus and evaluating the manifestation of two side effects: decreasing "efficiency" and "safety" of sonications. According to the criteria considered in [8] and [27] , focus steering is efficient when the intensity at the shifted focus is higher than 50% of the maximum achievable value and the steering is safe if the intensity of the grating lobes is less than 10% of the focal intensity. Fig. 6(a) shows contours surrounding the regions of the safe (thick gray lines) and efficient (thin black lines) focus steering in the axial plane yz. The dashed contours represent data for the existing spiral array, while the solid contours show data for the proposed fully populated array. In Fig. 6(b) , the same contour regions are shown in the focal plane xy. It is seen that the region of safe focusing for the fully populated array (thick solid line) is larger in the transverse direction and smaller in the axial direction as compared to that of the spiral array (thick dashed line). The regions of efficient focusing of the two arrays are very close; that for the proposed array (thin solid line) is slightly smaller than the region for the existing array (thin dashed line). However, the maximum difference of allowable focus steering in the axial direction is less than 1 mm, which is only 3% of the axial size of the region of allowable focusing, 3.5 cm, and thus not significant for practical use. Finally, since for each of the arrays the region of both safe and efficient (i.e., "allowable") focus steering coincides with the region of efficient focusing, then the areas of allowable dynamic focusing are the same for the two arrays.
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
In this paper, a novel class of fully populated multielement HIFU arrays is proposed. The arrays consist of radiating elements shaped as spherical polygons of equal area, obtained using the method of capacity-constrained tessellation. The method provides the maximum possible filling of the array surface with the elements (100% if no gaps between elements needed in practice are introduced), while ensuring their nonperiodical arrangement.
To test the proposed method, two arrays with the same geometric and physical parameters were compared in terms of the focal intensity and focus steering capabilities: the dense spiral array that has been recently designed and manufactured for boiling histotripsy applications and the fully populated array with the maximum possible filling factor. Calculations showed that for a given initial intensity at the array elements, the proposed array provides two times higher power output and thus focal intensity as compared with the existing compact spiral array while maintaining the same dynamic focusing capabilities. Therefore, for the same size of elements and operating frequency the model of the fully populated array provides a means of partitioning the array surface into elements of equal size without compromising the focus-steering capabilities compared with existing nonperiodic arrays.
An additional advantage of the proposed method is the possibility to design an array of arbitrary shape for different HIFU applications. This capability is illustrated in Fig. 7 for a model of a rectangular array with the circular opening [ Fig. 7(a) ], and a model of circular array with a square opening [ Fig. 7(b) ]. The method can be directly implemented for plane and spherical surfaces with circular or square boundary shape. Additional studies are required to extend it to other specified geometries of the array surface or more complex boundaries.
In conclusion, it is important to note that fully populated arrays can be a critical factor in developing HIFU systems to implement recently developed treatments such as boiling histotripsy while focusing on brain through the intact skull. As shown theoretically in previous studies, such operations can be performed using arrays with high values of the filling factor [16] , [28] . 
